
 

2019 SADDLES PLUS INTERSCHOOL EQUESTRIAN FESTIVAL 

TROPHIES/RIBBONS FOR 2019 INTERSCHOOL EQUESTRIAN FESTIVAL 

Overall Champions - Championship Classes
Champion Overall Primary Composite Team – no 

composite team 

Reserve Overall Primary Composite Team – no 

composite team 

Champion Overall Secondary School 

Reserve Overall Secondary School 

Champion Overall Primary Rider 

Reserve Overall Primary Rider 

Champion Overall Secondary Rider 

Reserve Overall Secondary Rider 

Champion Primary Rural Rider 

Champion Secondary Rural Rider 

Champion Overall Secondary Rural School 

Reserve Overall Secondary Rural School 

 

Highest Placed Individual – Championship Classes 
Years 1 – 3 

Years 4 – 6 

Years 7 – 9 

Years 10 – 12 

 

Discipline Champions – Championship Classes
Dressage 

Champion Primary Composite Team 

Reserve Primary Composite Team 

Champion Secondary School 

Reserve Secondary School 

Jumping 
Champion Primary Composite Team 

Reserve Primary Composite Team 

Champion Secondary School 

Reserve Secondary School 

 

 

 

Show Horse 
Champion Primary Composite Team 

Reserve Primary Composite Team 

Champion Secondary School 

Reserve Secondary School 

Combined Training 
Champion Primary Composite Team 

Reserve Primary Composite Team 

Champion Secondary School 

Reserve Secondary School 

Eventing 

Champion School 

Reserve School 

Breed Awards  
High Point Off the Track Horse – Dressage 

High Point Off the Track Horse – Jumping 

High Point Off the Track Horse – Show Horse 

High Point Off the Track Horse – Eventing 

High Point Off the Track Horse – Combined Training 

High Point Off the Track Horse – Overall 

High Point Australian Warmblood Horse Association – Overall TBC 

High Point Andalusian Horse Association of Australia – Overall 

High Point Riding Pony Stud Book – Overall  

 

Championship Classes and Phases  
Ribbons to 6th place. Vouchers to 3rd Place. 

Participation Classes and Phases  
Ribbons to 6th place. Vouchers to 3rd Place. 
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1. CLASS SCORING 

Class points will be allocated using the weighting, 1st = 28 points, 2nd = 27 points, 3rd = 26 points, and 

so on. All places from 29th onwards will be awarded 1 point. 

Where possible, equality in class places will be resolved for places 1st – 10th.If it is not possible to 

break a tie, riders will be awarded equal placing and equal points, with the available points split 

equally between the equal placing’s. For example, two riders may be awarded equal 3rd place and 

each will be awarded 25.5 points. The next placed rider would be awarded 5th place and 24 points. 

Riders must complete all phases of a class without elimination or disqualification to be eligible for 

class points. 

 Dressage – 1 phase       

 Show horse – 3 phases     

 Combined Training – 2 phases 

 Eventing – 3 phases      

 Jumping – 1 phase (Primary 60cm & 70cm, Secondary 60cm, 70cm &80cm) 

 Jumping 2 Phases (Primary 80cm & 90cm, Secondary 90cm, 100cm, 110cm &120cm) 

If a rider has ridden two horses in a class, each rider/horse combination is eligible for class placing’s. 

1.1 DRESSAGE 

CLASS AWARDS: 

The rider with the highest percentage score is awarded 1st, the rider with the next highest 

percentage score is awarded 2nd place, the rider with the next highest percentage score is awarded 

3rd place and so on up to 6th place. 

To resolve equality for class places: 

The rider with the highest total collective marks is awarded the higher ranking. If equality still 

remains riders are awarded equal placing and equal points. Equality of places will be determined by 

EA National Dressage Rules.   

CHAMPIONSHIP AWARDS: 

In each phase the first placed horse will get 28 points, second will get 27 points, third will get 26 points 

and so on down to 29th horse receiving 1 point, if there are more than 28 riders in a class riders placed 

beyond 28th receive 1 point. The total points earned across the two phases will determine the 

championship placings. Placings from 1st to 6th will be awarded in each phase for these classes. Equality 

of places will be determined by EA National Dressage Rules.   

These points are used to determine special Individual and Team Awards.  
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1.2 EVENTING 

CLASS AWARDS: 

The penalty points for each phase are added together. The rider with the lowest total is awarded 1st 

place, the rider with the next lowest total is awarded 2nd place, and the rider with the next lowest 

total is awarded 3rdplace and so on. Class points will be allocated using the weighting, 1st = 28 points, 

2nd = 27 points, 3rd = 26 points, and so on. All places from 29th onwards will be awarded 1 point. 

To resolve equality for class places: 

The rider with the lowest cross country obstacle score (total of penalties) is awarded the higher 

ranking. If equality still remains, the rider with the time closest to optimum time in the cross country 

is awarded the higher ranking. If equality still remains, the rider with lowest jumping score (total of 

all penalties) is awarded the higher ranking. If equality still remains, the rider with fastest jumping 

time is awarded the higher ranking. If equality still remains, the rider with the best total of collective 

marks in the dressage test score is awarded the higher ranking. If equality still remains riders are 

awarded equal placing and equal points. 

1.3 COMBINED TRAINING 

CLASS AWARDS: 

The penalty points for each phase are added together. The rider with the lowest total is awarded 1st 

place, the rider with the next lowest total is awarded 2nd place, the rider with the next lowest total is 

awarded 3rd place and so on. Class points will be allocated using the weighting, 1st = 28 points, 2nd = 

27 points, 3rd = 26 points, and so on. All places from 29th onwards will be awarded 1 point. 

To resolve equality for class places: 

The rider with the best dressage score is awarded the higher ranking. If equality still remains, the 

rider with the time closest (and under) to the optimum jumping time is awarded the higher ranking. 

If equality still remains riders are awarded equal placing and equal points. 

1.4 SHOW JUMPING 

The competition will be run according to the article number allocated to the class. Primary 60cm & 

70cm, Secondary 60cm, 70cm & 80cm will be run as a single class. Primary 80cm & 90cm, Secondary 

90cm, 100cm, 110cm &120cm will be run as two phases – Phase 1 Article 274.5.3 and Phase 2 Article 

238.2.2. Class points will be allocated using the weighting, 1st = 28 points, 2nd = 27 points, 3rd = 26 

points, and so on. All places from 29th onwards will be awarded 1 point. 

CLASS AWARDS: 

The rider with the lowest score (total of penalty points) in the jump off is awarded 1st place, the rider 

with the next lowest score is awarded 2nd place, the rider with the next lowest score is awarded 3rd 

place and so on. Class points will be allocated using the weighting, 1st = 28 points, 2nd = 27 points, 3rd 

= 26 points, and so on. All places from 29th onwards will be awarded 1 point. 
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Once all riders who competed in the jump off are placed the remaining riders are placed based on 

their total penalty points for the 1st round. The rider with the lowest penalty score (total of jump and 

time penalties) is awarded the next available place and so on.   

To resolve equality for each class: 

The rider with the fastest time in the jump off is awarded the higher ranking. If equality still remains, 

the rider with the lowest penalty score (total of jump and time penalties) in the 1st round is awarded 

the higher ranking. If equality still remains, the rider with the fastest time in the 1st round is awarded 

the higher ranking. If equality still remains riders are awarded equal placing and equal points.  

For riders who only competed in the 1st round equality is resolved by considering the time taken to 

complete the 1st round. The rider with the fastest time in the 1st round is awarded the higher ranking 

Scoring System If equality still remains riders are awarded equal placing and equal point. 

The following classes are scored under the below scoring system.  

Primary 80cm & 90cm, Secondary 90cm, 100cm, 110cm & 120cm 

In each phase the first placed horse will get 28 points, second will get 27 points, third will get 26 points 

and so on down to 29th horse receiving 1 point, if there are more than 28 riders in a class riders placed 

beyond 28th receive 1 point. The total points earned across the two phases will determine the 

championship placings. Placings from 1st to 6th will be awarded in each phase for these classes. 

Classes may be split depending on entry numbers and placings and points awarded within each phase 

and division, however all divisions will be combined to determine the championship. 

These points are used to determine special Individual and Team Awards.  

1.5 SHOW HORSE 

CLASS AWARDS 

The points based on placing’s for each phase are added together. The rider with the highest total is 

awarded 1st place, the rider with the next highest total is awarded 2nd place, the rider with the next 

highest total is awarded 3rd place and so on. Class points will be allocated using the weighting, 1st = 

28 points, 2nd = 27 points, 3rd = 26 points, and so on. All places from 29th onwards will be awarded 1 

point. 

To resolve equality for each class: 

The rider with the best result in phase 3 Ridden (Show Horse or Show Hunter) or phase 3 

Ridden/Jumping (Working Hunter) is awarded the higher ranking. If equality still remains, the rider 

with the best result in phase 2 (Rider) is awarded the higher ranking. If equality still remains the rider 

with the best result in phase 1 (In Hand) will be awarded the higher ranking. If equality still remains 

riders are awarded equal placing and equal points. 

To resolve equality in each phase: 
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Phase 1: In Hand 

The horse with the highest Conformation and Soundness score will be awarded the higher ranking. If 

equality still remains, the horse with the highest Manners and Paces score will be awarded the 

higher ranking. If equality still remains, the rider with the highest Ringcraft score will be awarded the 

higher ranking. If equality still remains, the horse and rider combination with the highest 

Presentation score will be awarded the higher ranking. If equality still remains both horse and rider 

combinations are awarded equal placing and equal points. 

Phase 2: Rider 

The rider with the highest Riding Position score will be awarded the higher ranking. If equality still 

remains, the rider with the highest Ringcraft score will be awarded the higher ranking. If equality still 

remains, the rider with the highest Presentation score will be awarded the higher ranking. If equality 

still remains riders are awarded equal placing and equal points. 

Phase 3: Ridden Show Horse or Show Hunter 

The horse with the highest Manners and Paces score will be awarded the higher ranking. If equality 

still remains, the horse with the highest Conformation and Soundness score will be awarded the 

higher ranking. If equality still remains, the horse and rider combination with the highest 

Presentation score will be awarded the higher ranking. If equality still remains both horse and rider 

combinations are awarded equal placing and equal points. 

Phase 3: Ridden/Jumping Working Hunter 

The horse and rider combination with the highest jumping score will be awarded the higher ranking. 

If equality still remains, the horse and rider combination with the highest Style and Manners score 

will be awarded the higher ranking. If equality still remains, the horse with the highest Freedom of 

Action score will be awarded the higher ranking. If equality still remains, the horse with the highest 

Conformation and Presentation score will be awarded the higher ranking. If equality still remains 

both horse and rider combinations are awarded equal placing and equal points. 

2. DISCIPLINE TEAM SCORING 

Champion School and Reserve Champion School are awarded for each discipline (dressage, eventing, 

combined training, show jumping and show horse).  

For each discipline the school team comprises the four (or three if only three riders are eligible) 

highest scoring riders in that discipline. The points of the three highest scoring team members are 

totalled to give the team score. The score of the 4th team member (if there is one) is used to resolve 

ties. The team with the highest total is awarded 1st place (Champion School) and the team with the 

next highest total is awarded 2nd place (Reserve Champion School). 
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Example 

Secondary Dressage: 

4 highest scoring riders for School ABC 

RIDER PRELIM NOV ELEM TOTAL 

121  27 23 50 

134 21   21 

145   20 20 

98 15 4  19 

 

The school team score is 91 (50 + 21 + 20). 

A team may consist of 3 or 4 riders. 

Equality in points will be resolved for the Champion School and the Reserve Champion School 

awards. The school whose 4th rider has the higher total score will be ranked higher. If equality still 

remains the class placing’s of the individual team members will be considered (for example a school 

score of 102 (28+28+26+20) will be ranked higher than a school score of 102 (28+27+26+21). If 

equality still remains, the level of competition will be considered, with scores from higher-level 

competition ranked higher than equivalent scores from lower level competition. 

If riders with equal total points are vying for team inclusion for the purpose of awarding 

championships, the class placing’s of riders will be considered (for example a total of 26 points 

obtained from a single class result would be ranked above a total of 26 obtained from 2 class results 

(eg 26 = 20+6). If equality still remains the level of competition completed, will be considered with 

scores from higher-level competition ranked higher than equivalent scores from lower level 

competition. 

If a rider has ridden two horses in a discipline, only the rider/horse combination with the highest 

score will be considered when determining the school team score ie a rider can only be in a team on 

one horse. 

3. OVERALL SCHOOL TEAM AND OVERALL COUNTRY TEAM SCORING 

Points obtained (across all disciplines) by each school member are totalled. The school team 

comprises the four highest scoring riders. The points of the three highest scoring team members are 

totalled to give the school score. The score of the 4th team member (if there is one) is used to resolve 

ties. The school with the highest total is awarded Overall Champion School, and the school with the 

next highest school will be awarded Overall Reserve Champion School. 

Equality in points will be resolved for the Champion School and the Reserve Champion School 

awards. The school whose 4th rider has the higher total score will be ranked higher. If equality still 

remains, the class placing’s of the individual team members will be considered (for example a school 

score of 102 (28+28+26+20) will be ranked higher than a school score of 102 (28+27+26+21). If 

equality still remains, the level of competition will be considered, with scores from higher-level 

competition ranked higher than equivalent scores from lower level competition. 
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If riders with equal points are vying for team inclusion for the purpose of awarding championships, 

the class placing’s of riders will be considered (for example a total of 26 points obtained from a 

single class result would be ranked above a total of 26 obtained from 2 class results eg 26 = 20+6). If 

equality still remains the level of competition completed will be considered with scores from higher-

level competition ranked higher than equivalent scores from lower level competition. 

If a rider has ridden two horses, only the rider/horse combination with the highest score will be 

considered when determining the school team score a rider can only be in a school team on one 

horse. 

4. OVERALL CHAMPION RIDER AND OVERALL RURAL RIDER SCORING 

Points obtained (across all disciplines) by each rider/horse combination are totalled. The rider/horse 

combination with the highest total score is awarded Overall Champion Rider, the rider with the next 

highest score is awarded Overall Reserve Champion Rider. 

Equality in points will be resolved for the Champion Rider and the Reserve Champion Rider awards. 

The class placing’s of riders will be considered (for example a total of 26 points obtained from a 

single class result would be ranked above a total of 26 obtained from 2 class results (eg 26 = 20+6). If 

equality still remains the level of competition completed will be considered with scores from higher-

level competition ranked higher than equivalent scores from lower level competition. 

If a rider has ridden two horses, only the rider/horse combination with the highest score is eligible 

for rider awards. 

5. INDIVIDUAL TROPHIES, BREED AWARDS AND YEAR GROUP AWARDS 

Points will be allocated as follows: 

Class points will be allocated using the weighting, 1st = 28 points, 2nd = 27 points, 3rd = 26 points, and 

so on. All places from 29th onwards will be awarded 1 point. 

No points will be used form heats or phases. Points are only used from the overall class.  

Points obtained (across all disciplines) by each rider/horse combination are totalled. The rider/horse 

combination with the highest total score is awarded Year Group Champion Rider. 

If a rider has ridden two horses, only the rider/horse combination with the highest score is eligible 

for rider awards. 

 

Rider 
No. 

Show 
Horse 

Dressage  Jumping  Eventing Combined 
Training 

Total Place 

120 20 28 28  24  100 1st 

154 26 22   20 68 3rd 

70 28 12 16  10 66 2nd  

 

 

 


